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'•l:::\Re:activation ofa:j5relimitiaiy';>:i�temal" dialectic which, in tuin, gives:rise 
. t' � 

, ,,.;r:/]�!'an "intelligence'' .. thaf:'express·es:itself in words-�ndactions. This derived; 
r·'· , 

frA;i�telligence is based·1 upon a;rheto':r�s understanding of kairos. As Michael,) 

•,,/fahrnpoints:out,c;��Isocrates'imderlines whatthe concept of kairos,in itself 

'already.indicates: •ir1 rhetoric,, a reliable correlation between rhetorical .,-

•::; strategies and desired effects cannot be prescribed because the situational· 

,,,·,factor is param:ourit" (133); And· itis precisely_ because a rhetor cannot ·. , ,.; , , 

anticipate every important situational circumstance that 'he or she must carry a 

·flexibkattitude into any given-rhetorical situation:· (Sipora 9)

Therefore/Is�crates conjoinedphronesis and kairos, practical knowledge and pragmatic 

ethics with,timing, making them systematically situational. The rhetor's aim, then, is to 

bring the audience'·s thoughts:·and'beliefs closer;to the demands of a situation: -'. · · ,:, 

Kinneavy,Iocates Aristotle's thinking on 1kairos in Aristotle's definition of rhetoric, 

"its function is not so much to persuade as to.find out in each case the existing means of 

persuasion," concluding that "the rhetorical act is situationally determined in both Plato 

and Aristotle" (Sipora 66-67).<However� there is•aproblemwith kairotic contingency. 

Philosophers and rhetoricians·cannot factor contingency:into uiliversalizing categories. 

Therefore, "practical wisdom· as. a philosophical 'Category; in ethics ·and elsewhere, lost, 

respectability 13 ·in the seventeenth century?, (Morson 295). Toulmin recovers practical 

wisdom by rejecting Descartes'· argument that logic is the only location of truth; and 

13 On the tu� from phronesis and the reasons for. it, see Toulmi�,' Steph�'d. t:osmopolis: The 
Hidden Agenda of Modernity. New York: Free P, 1990. 
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CHAPTER III 

SPECIALIZING IN THE WHOLLY IMPOSSIBLE 

There are four concepts that reflect Burroughs's rhetorical strategies tha
t

' 

demystify how she engaged impossible discursive circumstances: Higginbothani;s 

conception of the "Politics of Respectability," Hine's "Cult of Dissemblance," 

Burroughs's use of a proto-feminism itself as a rhetorical strategy, and her kairotic use of 

biblical spirituality. These concepts sit at the foundation of her phronetic discburse':' 

Western and Afrocentric Methodologies 

W estem and African American rhetorical traditions both provide methodological 

tools to assist in understanding Burroughs's rhetorical artifacts. Rhetoricians such as 

Dorthy Pennington, Jacqueline Bacon, Geneva Smitherman, Elaine Richards, Jacqueline 

Royster, and Shirley Logan identify archetypal forms, heuristics, and non-traditional 

epistemologies in African American women's rhetoric of the nineteenth andt«rehti�th

centuries, providing researchers with ways to conceptualize unique rhetorics. Evelyn 

Higginbotham' s and Darlene Clark Hine' s discursive concepts "The Politics of 

Respectability" and the "Cult of Dissemblance" demystify the complexities and· 

paradoxes inherent in Burroughs's work. These concepts exemplify the uniqufness of

Burroughs's discourse and expose how she engaged the notion of specializing 1in th�

wholly impossible. 
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